
GOLDEN HONEY BLONDE 
WITH SHADOW ROOT
COLOR TECHNIQUE: Micro Slices / Foliage

#Simply LuxuriousColor 

Model 
Natural level: 5/6
Desired level: 8

6.3 / 6G10.12 / 10AV Clear9.3 / 9G

Who is the ideal client for this look? 
The ideal client for a golden blonde with shadow root hair color would typically be someone with a warm skin tone and 
light to medium natural hair color. This combination helps create a harmonious and natural look, enhancing the overall 
appearance of the hair.

How long does this look take and how is it priced?
The time it takes to achieve a golden blonde with shadow root hair color can vary depending on factors such as the 
starting hair color, hair length, and the stylist’s experience. On average, it might take around 2 to 4 hours for the entire 
process, including the color application and processing time.

As for pricing, it also varies based on factors like salon location, stylist expertise, and the products used. Generally, this 
type of coloring could be priced as a combination of the base color, highlights, and shadow root application. It’s best to 
consult with a salon or stylist for an accurate quote based on your specific hair and
desired outcome.

What is the maintenance schedule of this look?
• Color Refresh: Depending on how quickly your hair grows and the contrast between your natural hair color 

and the shadow root, you might need a color touch-up every 4 to 6 weeks.
• Toning: Blondes can sometimes develop unwanted brassy or yellow tones over time. Using a purple shampoo 

and conditioner can help counteract these tones and keep your color looking fresh.
• Root Maintenance:  The shadow root effect creates a soft transition between the natural hair color and the 

blonde. As your roots grow, this transition remains natural-looking. However, if the contrast becomes too 
noticeable, a touch-up might be needed.   



Formula steps

1   Section head into 6 sections shown in black.

2  Starting from back bottom foil on a diagonal micro-slicing 
every 1/2 inch applying foliage technique every 3rd foil. 
Alternate directions on the above sections.

3  Side sections. First 3 foils are micro-slice then alternate 
every other with foliage technique section on a diagonal.

4  Top. First 3 foils on a diagonal on each side micro sliced. 
 1 foil across to connect money piece. Continue on a 

diagonal alternating slicing and foliage.
 Process until lightener reaches a level 9.

5  After shampoo/ conditioner/ towel dry apply shadow root to 
the first 11/2 inches from scalp leaving out money piece.

6  Apply gloss from shadow root through ends with desired 
shade process 15 min simultaneously.

Color Formulas
Foliage

Micro Slices

Shadow Root

Glaze

ColorDesign Shiny Blonde 1 1/2 + 20 volume Colordesign Developer.

ColorDesign 10.12  equal  + 30 volume Colordesign Developer.

ColorDesign 6.3 

ColorDesign 9.3 + Clear equal parts double 5 volume Colordesign Developer.
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